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Abstract
The shell model calculations with Cohen-Kurath (C-K) interaction were carried out to investigate form factors of elastic transverse electron scattering, and magnetic dipole-moments of $^{7,9,11}$Be isotopes. The effect of the exact value of center of mass correction was adopted to generate the magnetic form factors in Born approximation picture. The contribution of the higher 2p-shell configuration was included to reproduce the experimental data. A significant improvement was obtained in the present results with core-polarization (CP) effect through the effective g-factors. The occupancies percentage with respect to the valence nucleons was also calculated.
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1. Introduction
Elastic electron-nucleus scattering is one of the main probes to gain very clean information about the nuclear structure of stable nuclei and unstable nuclei because electrons and nucleons interact essentially with the electro-magnetic force. If energy of the
electron is sufficiently high, it can become a fairly good to precise probe to investigate the ultrastructure of the nucleus, insensitive to the effects of strong interaction. The benefits of electro-magnetic probes are shared by magnetic scattering, but there are still major variations compared to charge scattering. A detailed description of the advantages of using electron scattering in studying nuclear structure was given by Walecka et al. [1]. Elastic magnetic electron scattering has been widely used to study the valence structure of the nuclei near the stability line. Thus, the investigation of the properties of exotic nuclei has become one of the most important goals in nuclear physics. The magnetic moment is very sensitive to the single particle orbits occupied by the unpaired nucleons. Consequently, this quantity may also give a means to distinguish between spherical and deformed states. Analysis of neutron-rich nuclei shows unusual phenomena such as the weakening of closed shells and the creation of neutron halos. One of the most prominent features of neutron-rich nuclei is nuclear deformity, which can be studied by the measurements of electromagnetic moments and transitions [2,3]. Various studies of electron scattering have been performed to study the nuclear structure of exotic nuclei. Palit et al. [4] investigated the electromagnetic and nuclear inelastic of the halo nucleus $^{11}$Be by a measurement of the one-neutron removal channel. The extracted dipole strength integrated from the neutron threshold up to 6.1 MeV excitation energy amounts to 0.90(6) e$^2$ fm$^2$. Marcucci et al. [5] performed Green's function Monte Carlo calculations of magnetic moments and M1 transitions for nuclei of mass number less than 7 including two-body meson exchange current (MEC) contributions. The results have very good agreement with the experimental data when contributions increase the A = 3,7 isovector magnetic moments by 16% and the A = 6,7 M1 transition rates by 17-34%. Dong and Ren [6] investigated the effects of the velocity-dependent force on the magnetic form factors and magnetic moments of individual nuclei. The diffraction structures beyond the existing experimental data were found after the contributions of the velocity-dependent force were included. Hammer and Phillips [7] used an effective field theory (EFT) to compute E1 transition and electric radii in the $^{11}$Be halo nucleus. They fixed the request parameters of the Effective Field Theory (EFT) from measured data on 1/2$^+$ and 1/2$^-$ levels in $^{11}$Be. Their results of B (E1) strength were in good agreement with the experimental data. The elastic scattering angular distributions for $^{7,9,10}$Be isotopes were measured by Zamora et al. [8] at laboratory energies of 18.8, 26.0 and 23.2 MeV, using $^{12}$C target. Analysis was carried out in terms of optical model potentials using Woods-Saxon and double-folding form factors. Fortune [9] examined the history and current state of knowledge of the structure of exotic light nuclei with Z from 2 to 4, from $^3$He to $^{16}$Be. He reviewed the empirical information and the models used for these nuclei. Special attention was given to the interplay among strengths, energies and microscopic structure. Sarriguren et al. [10,11] determined the form factors of the elastic magnetic electron scattering from odd-A nuclei in plane wave Born approximation using Skyrme HF+BCS method. The calculations were carried out on several stable nuclei. Their results for deformed formalism improved the agreement with experiment in deformed nuclei.

The present study aims to analyze the role of the center of mass correction on the transverse elastic electron scattering from $^{7,9,11}$Be isotopes. The calculations were carried out through plane wave Born approximation for model space and other contributions, using Cohen-Kurath (C-K) interaction [12]. The correction for the center-of-mass motion introduced by Mihaila and Heisenberg [13] was adopted to generate the transverse form...
factors. The calculations of this correction were based on the Translation Invariant Shell Model (TISM). The higher contributions of $2p$-shell configuration were introduced. The core-polarization (CP) effects were included through the effective $g$-factors. The results were compared with available data of stable $^9$Be nucleus and with other theoretical results.

2. Theory

The squared transverse form factors between initial $J_i$ and final $J_f$ nuclear states are given by [14]:

$$
\left| F^T_f(q) \right|^2 = \frac{4\pi}{Z^2(2J_f+1)} \left| \sum_{T=0,1} (-1)^{T_f-T_f} \begin{pmatrix} T_f & T & T_i \\ -T_{z_f} & M_T & T_{z_i} \end{pmatrix} \left\langle \Gamma_f \left| \hat{T}^T_{j,T}(q) \right| \Gamma_i \right\rangle \right|^2
$$

(1)

Where $\hat{T}_j(q)$ is the transverse multipole operator, the bracket $\left\langle \right\rangle$ denotes the $3-j$ symbols and $\left\langle \right\rangle$ is the reduced matrix element, which are written as the product sum of the one-body density matrix (OBDM) elements times single particle transition matrix elements [15]:

$$
\left\langle \Gamma_f \left| \hat{T}^T_{\Lambda}(q) \right| \Gamma_i \right\rangle = \sum_{a,b} OBDM \left( \Gamma_i, \Gamma_f, a, b \right) \left\langle a \left| \hat{T}^T_{\Lambda}(q) \right| b \right\rangle
$$

(2)

Where $\Lambda = JT$ is the multipolarity and the states $\Gamma_i \equiv J_i T_i$ and $\Gamma_f \equiv J_f T_f$ are nucleus initial and final states. Calculations of the nuclear shell model are carried out using the OXBASH shell model code [16] to calculate (OBDM) elements.

The single nucleon finite size form factor [17] and the center of mass form factor [18] are provided by:

$$
F_{c.m.}(q) = e^{q^2b^2/4A}
$$

(3)

Where $A$ is the nuclear mass number and $b$ is the size parameter of the harmonic-oscillator (HO). If these corrections are inserted into eq. (1), one can get:

$$
\left| F^T_f(q) \right|^2 = \frac{4\pi}{Z^2(2J_f+1)} \left| \sum_{T=0,1} (-1)^{T_f-T_f} \begin{pmatrix} T_f & T & T_i \\ -T_{z_f} & M_T & T_{z_i} \end{pmatrix} \left\langle \Gamma_f \left| \hat{T}^T_{j,T}(q) \right| \Gamma_i \right\rangle \right|^2 \times \left| F_{c.m.}(q) \right|^2 \times \left| F_{f,s}(q) \right|^2
$$

(4)

The exact value of the center-of-mass correction in TISM, $F_{int}$ [13] is:

$$
F(\bar{q}) = F_{c.m.}(\bar{q}) F_{int}(\bar{q})
$$

(5)

$$
F_{int}(\bar{q}) = \left\langle \phi_0 \left| \sum_k f_k(q^2) e^{i\bar{q} \cdot \bar{r}_k} \right| \phi_0 \right\rangle
$$

(6)

Where $\phi_0$ is the translationally invariant ground state, $\bar{r}_k$ is the distance from the center of mass to the $k^{th}$ "point" nucleon, $(\bar{r}_k = \bar{r}_k - \bar{R}_{c.m.})$, $k = 1, 2, ...A \cdot I$ and $f_k(q^2)$ is the nucleon
form factor, which takes into account the finite size of the nucleon \( k \). More details were presented by Mihaila and Heisenberg [13].

When the \( 1p \)-shell model space (MS) is extended to include the \( 2p \)-shell model space, the wave functions of the initial (\( \tilde{i} \)) and final (\( f \)) states will be written as [19]:

\[
|i\rangle = \delta |i(1p)\rangle + \sqrt{1 - \delta^2} |i(2p)\rangle
\]

\[
|f\rangle = \gamma |f(1p)\rangle + \sqrt{1 - \gamma^2} |f(2p)\rangle
\]

Where \( \delta \) and \( \gamma \) are mixing parameters. Since the C-K interaction depends on the angular parts only, the same OBDM are used for both \( 1p \)- and \( 2p \)-shells.

For a state of total angular momentum \( J \), the magnetic dipole-moment \( \mu \) is [15]:

\[
\mu = \sqrt{\frac{4\pi}{3}} \left( J_i \delta \left( J_i - J_a \right) - J_i \gamma \left( J_i - J_b \right) \right) \left| \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \hat{\mathcal{O}}_a (ml) \right| J_i \right|
\]

The occupation numbers are given by [20]:

\[
occ\#(j, t_i) = OBDM \ (a, b, t_i, J = 0) \frac{2j + 1}{2J_i + 1}
\]

3. Results and Discussion

The transverse form factors and the magnetic dipole moments are considered as a good probe to investigate the nuclear structure of neutron (proton) rich nuclei. According to the many-particle shell model, \(^7,9,11\)Be isotopes are regarded as a core of \(^4\)He plus the residual nucleons divided over \( 1p_{3/2}, 1p_{1/2} \) orbits. Cohen-Kurath (C-K) interaction [12] was used to calculate the OBDM given in Eq. (2). The single – particle wave functions of harmonic oscillator (HO) potential with size parameter \( b \) were used. The size parameter \( b \) was calculated for each nucleus with mass number \( A \) as [21]:

\[
b = \frac{\hbar}{\sqrt{M_p \omega}} ; \ \hbar \omega = 45 A^{-1/3} - 25 A^{-2/3}, \ M_p \text{ is the mass of proton. The experimental information on the elastic transverse electron scattering form factors is available only for the stable } ^9\text{Be nucleus (}J^* = 3/2^+\text{)} \text{[17,22,23], and are dependent in comparison for all exotic Be-isotopes under consideration. The } ^{7,11}\text{Be isotopes were chosen to test the reliability of the theoretical model. The occupation numbers of the valence nucleons were also determined.}

3.1 \(^9\text{Be stable nucleus (}J^*T = 3/2^+\text{)}

\((1s)^3 \text{ inert core, } (1p)^5 \text{ with C-K interaction [12] were the configurations used in the present work to characterize the ground state of } ^9\text{Be nucleus. A clear configuration mixture appeared with, } 29.509\% \ (1p_{3/2})^3 \ (1p_{1/2})^2, 20.834\% \ (1p_{3/2})^4 \ (1p_{1/2})^1, 46.366\% \ (1p_{3/2})^5 \ (1p_{1/2})^0, \text{ and } 2.520\% \ (1p_{3/2})^1 \ (1p_{1/2})^4, \text{ as shown in Fig. (1). The calculated elastic transverse form factors for the ground state of } ^9\text{Be nucleus (using } b_{\text{ms}} = 1.6178 \text{ fm) with } p\text{-shell model space (MS) are displayed in Fig. (2) with M1 and M3 transitions. The E2 form factor was negligibly small. The calculated transverse form factors (solid curve) were compared with the data reported by Glickman et al. [17], Lapikas et al. [22] and Rand et al. [23]. While the separate contributions are displayed for M1(dashed curve) and M3 (dashed-dot curve) parts. It is evident that the M3 contribution dominated along the range of momentum transfer } (0.5 < q < 3.0) \text{ fm}^{-1}, \text{ while at low } q \text{-value } (q \sim 1.0 \text{ fm}^{-1}) \text{ the M1 contribution (first maximum) was the most significant, with diffraction minimum located at } q \sim 1.3 \text{ fm}^{-1}, \text{ which is a reasonable compared with the experimental region at } q \sim 1.1 \text{ fm}^{-1}.}
The experimental data cannot be reproduced with free g-factor and was underestimated along all region of momentum transfer. The effect of the center of mass correction slightly reduced these discrepancies especially at high q-value, as shown in Fig. (3) (green curve). The value of magnetic dipole-moment for this transition is \( \mu = -1.266 \) n.m. with \( g(\text{free}) \), which is higher than the measured value of \( \mu_{\text{exp.}} = -1.1778(9) \) n.m. [24]. Inclusion of the core polarization effects through the effective g-factors for proton and neutron with the values of \( g^p = 0.9, g^n = 0.0, g^p = 5.5857, g^n = -3.4436 \) changed the value of magnetic moment to \( \mu = -1.178 \) n.m. and gave the best agreement with the measured value. This result is very close to that of Tomaselli et al. [25], their calculated value was \( \mu = -1.18 \) n.m. using the microscopic dynamic-correlation model (DCM), which is different from that of Cravo [26] by a factor of 2. This comparison is listed in Table (I). The contributions of higher 2p-shell configuration (with \( \delta = \gamma = -0.95 \)) together with \( g_{\text{eff.}} \) can very well reproduce the data at low region of q as shown in Fig. (4) (red curve). The calculated transverse form factors described extremely well the general behavior of the experimental points over whole regions of momentum transfer, as shown in Fig. (5). The same behavior was given by Cravo [26], but their results were lower than the data. The reason of the discrepancy at high q-region is that in high q-region, the large momentum virtual photon may excite more degrees of freedom such as, \( \Delta \)- isobar, and even quark structure of hadrons, and more than one particle may share the momentum transfer carried by the virtual photon.
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**Figure 1** - The percentage of the occupation numbers for the ground states of \( lp_{3/2}, lp_{1/2} \) orbits outside the \(^4\text{He} \) core of considered \(^9\text{Be} \) nucleus.
Figure 2- The transverse form factors of $^9$Be ground state calculated in $p$-model space. The individual multipole contribution of M1 and M3 are shown. The data are taken from Ref. [17] (circles), Ref. [22] (diamond) and Ref. [23] (square).

Figure 3- Comparison between the total form factors of $^9$Be nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve), and with $g_{(\text{eff.})}+2p$ (red curve). The data are the same as in Fig. (1).

Figure 4- Comparison between the total form factors of $^9$Be nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve), and with $g_{(\text{free})}+c.m.\ cor.$ (green curve). The data are the same as in Fig. (3.1).

Figure 5- Comparison between the total form factors of $^9$Be nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve), and with $g_{(\text{free})}+2p$ (red curve) and with $g_{(\text{eff.})}+2p+c.m.\ cor.$ (blue curve). The data are the same as in Fig. (1).
3.2 \(^7\)Be nucleus (\(^{7}\)Be nucleus; \(J^T = 3/2^+ \), \(T1/2 = 53.3\) d)

The ground state of \(^7\)Be exotic nucleus can be regarded as a core of \(^4\)He with three nucleons distributed over \(1p_{3/2}\) and \(1p_{1/2}\) orbits. The \((1s)^4\) inert core, \((1p)^3\) configurations for the ground state of \(^7\)Be were used with C-K interaction [12]. This results in a clear configuration mixture with, 21.671\% \((1p_{3/2})^2 (1p_{1/2})^1\), 52.739\% \((1p_{3/2})^3 (1p_{1/2})^0\), and 25.589\% \((1p_{3/2})^1 (1p_{1/2})^2\), as shown in Fig. (6). The single particle wave functions of HO potential, with size parameter \(b = 1.5767\) fm were used. The elastic transverse form factors for \(1p\)-shell model space of \(^7\)Be nucleus had a good behavior compared with that of a stable \(^9\)Be nucleus, as depicted in Fig. (7) (solid curve). The individual components M1 (dashed curve) and M3 (dashed-dot curve) were indicated. The E2 form factor was negligibly small. The M3 contribution dominated around \(q \approx 1.7\) fm\(^{-1}\) region, while the first maximum of M1 contribution had almost the same location of the diffraction minimum as that of the \(^9\)Be nucleus (at \(q \approx 1.3\) fm\(^{-1}\)). The contribution of the center of mass correction reduced the transverse form factors at high range of momentum transfers to be closer to the data, as shown in Fig. (8) (green curve). The value of magnetic dipole moment with free g-factor was \(\mu = -1.287\) n.m., which is less than the measured value of \(\mu_{\text{exp.}} = -1.398(15)\) n.m. [24]. The role of effective g-factors with \(g_i^p = 0.81, g_i^n = 0.0, g_{l}^p = 5.5857, g_{l}^n = -3.8263\), was restricted to reproduce very well the measured value of magnetic moment of \(\mu = -1.399\) n.m. This value is less than that reported by Marcucci et al. [5], as shown in Table (I). The inclusion of higher 2p-shell mixture (with \(\delta = \gamma = 0.998\)) with effective g-factors had minor effect on the form factors along all range of \(q\), as shown in Fig. (9) (red curve). The blue curve in Fig. (10) represents the calculations including the contributions of the center of mass correction with 2p-shell and effective g-factors. The calculated transverse form factors for both \(^7\)Be and \(^9\)Be were quite similar.
Figure 6 - The percentage of the occupation numbers for the ground states of $1p^{3/2}$, $1p^{1/2}$ orbits outside the $^{4}\text{He}$ core of $^{7}\text{Be}$ nucleus.

Figure 7 - The transverse form factors for $^{7}\text{Be}$ ground state calculated in $p$-model space. The individual multipole contributions of $M1$ and $M3$ are shown.

Figure 8 - Comparison between the total form factors of $^{7}\text{Be}$ nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve), and with $g_{(\text{free})}+\text{c.m. corr.}$ (green curve).
3.3 $^{11}$Be nucleus ($J^pT = 3/2^-3/2, \tau_{1/2} = 13.8$ s)

The ground state of exotic $^{11}$Be nucleus (neutron rich) is specified by $J^pT = 3/2^-3/2$, with a half-life time of $\tau_{1/2} = 13.8$ s, so the experimental information on this state is very scarce. The ground state of $^{11}$Be has the configurations of $(1s)^4$ inert core, $(1p)^7$ with C-K interaction [12]. A clear configuration mixture in this state appeared with, 41.698% $(1p_{3/2})^5 (1p_{1/2})^2$, 0.537% $(1p_{3/2})^4 (1p_{1/2})^3$, 51.948% $(1p_{3/2})^6 (1p_{1/2})^1$, and 04.824% $(1p_{3/2})^3 (1p_{1/2})^4$, as shown in Fig. (11). The calculated transverse form factors for $p$-shell model space with C-K interaction are shown in Fig. (12) (solid curve). The individual components M1 (dashed curve) and M3 (dashed-dot curve) are indicated. It is worth noting that the E2 form factor was negligibly small. The M3 component dominated around $q \sim 1.5$ fm$^{-1}$ region, while the M1 component was slightly shifted backward with the location of the diffraction maximum around $q \sim 0.9$ fm$^{-1}$. The single particle wave functions of HO potential were used with size parameter $b = 1.6534$ fm. The inclusion of center of mass correction made reduction in the magnetic form factors at high q-value, as shown in Fig. (13) (green curve). The admixture of higher $2p$-shell contributions with core polarization effects gave some enhancement in the height of the form factors at low q-region, this was indicated in Fig. (14) (red curve). In general, the results were modified when the center of mass correction was included, as shown in Fig. (15) (blue curve).

The value of magnetic dipole moment for g-free was $\mu = -0.972$ n.m., which was less than the measured value of $\mu_{\text{exp.}} = -1.6814(13)$ n.m. [24]. Inclusion of $g_{\text{eff.}}$ for proton and neutron with the values of $g^p = 1.649$, $g^n = 0.64$, $g^p_s = 9.1605$, $g^n_s = -6.2751$, modified the value of magnetic moment to $\mu = -1.683$ n.m. This result has a very good agreement with the measured value.
Figure 11- The percentage of the occupation numbers for the ground states of $1p_{3/2}$, $1p_{1/2}$ orbits outside the $^4$He core of considered $^{11}$Be nucleus.
Figure 12 - The transverse form factors for $^{11}\text{Be}$ ground state calculated in $p$-model space. The individual multipole contribution of M1 and M3 are shown.

Figure 13 - Comparison between the total form factors of $^{11}\text{Be}$ nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve), and with $g_{(\text{free})} + \text{c.m. corr.}$ (green curve).

Figure 14 - The total form factors of $^{11}\text{Be}$ nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve) are compared with $g_{(\text{eff.})} + 2p$ (red curve).

Figure 15 - Comparison between the total form factors of $^{11}\text{Be}$ nucleus with $g_{(\text{free})}$ (black curve), with $g_{(\text{eff.})} + 2p$ (red curve) and with $g_{(\text{eff.})} + 2p + \text{c.m. corr.}$
The comparison of the calculated total transverse form factors of $^7\text{Be}$ (red curve), $^9\text{Be}$ (black curve) and $^{11}\text{Be}$ (blue curve) as well as with the experimental data of stable nucleus $^9\text{Be}$ [17,22,23] are shown in Fig. (16). The transverse form factors of $^7,^9\text{Be}$ nuclei were quite similar to each other and different from that of $^{11}\text{Be}$. They had the same behavior with well description of the experimental data especially at low q-region ($q \leq 1.5 \text{ fm}^{-1}$), and still slightly overestimated the data at high q-value. The closer form factors (in shape) of $^7,^9\text{Be}$ nuclei in all q-regions mean that the tail part of the wave functions of the last neutron in $^7,^9\text{Be}$ nuclei are close to each other when the last neutron occupies the same orbital (here $P_{3/2}$ orbit). This can be deduced from the comparison between the shapes of both form factors with experimental data.

![Figure 16](image-url)

**Figure 16**- Comparison between the total elastic magnetic form factors of $^{7,9,11}\text{Be}$ isotopes using the $g_{\text{eff}} + 2p+c.m. \text{ corr.}$ with experimental data of $^9\text{Be}$ nucleus taken from Glickman et al. [17] (circles), Lapikas et al. [22] (diamond) and Rand et al. [23] (square).
Table 1- The calculated magnetic dipole moments (μ) of $^7$,$^9$,$^{11}$Be isotopes are compared with experimental data of Ref. [24] and with other results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleus</th>
<th>$J^πT$</th>
<th>g(free)</th>
<th>g(eff.)</th>
<th>$μ_{exp.} (n m)$</th>
<th>Other results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be</td>
<td>$3/2$</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>-1.287</td>
<td>-1.399$^{(a)}$</td>
<td>-1.493(15)[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^9$Be</td>
<td>$3/2$</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>-1.266</td>
<td>-1.178$^{(b)}$</td>
<td>-1.151[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{11}$Be</td>
<td>$3/2$</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>-0.972</td>
<td>-1.683$^{(c)}$</td>
<td>-1.705[27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) $g_l^p = 0.81$. $g_l^n = 0.0$. $g_s^p = 5.5857$. $g_s^n = -3.8263$
(b) $g_l^p = 0.9$. $g_l^n = 0.0$. $g_s^p = 5.5857$. $g_s^n = -3.4436$
(c) $g_l^p = 1.64$. $g_l^n = 0.64$. $g_s^p = 9.1605$. $g_s^n = -6.2751$

4. Conclusions
The main conclusions for the current work can be drawn in the following:

1. Effective g-factors have minor effect on the form factors along all range of q, and a major effect on the magnitude of magnetic dipole moments.
2. The only distinction is due to the difference in the center of mass correction between the transverse form factors of the stable nucleus and that of the unstable nucleus.
3. For $^7$,$^9$Be nuclei, the form factors are quite similar to each other and different from that of $^{11}$Be.
4. The present results of $^7$,$^9$Be nuclei are successful in describing the low q-region behavior, and still overestimated at high q-data.
5. At high q-region, the large momentum virtual photon may excite more degrees of freedom such as, even quark structure of hadrons, $Δ$- isobar, and more than one particle may share the momentum transfer carried by the virtual photon. This reason is sufficient to create the discrepancy at high q-region.
6. Analysis calculations of $^7$,$^9$,$^{11}$Be isotopes with the present occupation numbers, show a strong contribution of $1p_{3/2}$ orbit and a clear exotic behavior for the valence nucleons of $^{11}$Be.
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